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The Inauguration

of

George William Starcher
A.B., A.M., Ph.D.

As Ninth President

of the

University of North Dakota

University Fieldhouse

University of North Dakota

Grand Forks, North Dakota

April twentieth

Nineteen Hundred Fifty-Five
Inaugural Exercises

UNIVERSITY FIELDHOUSE, 10 A.M.
DEAN O. H. THORMODSGARD, PRESIDING

THE ACADEMIC PROCESSION

PROCESSIONAL

THE UNIVERSITY BAND
Marche Romaine — Gounod

THE PRESIDENT AND PLATFORM GUESTS
MEMBERS OF THE BOARD OF HIGHER EDUCATION
REPRESENTATIVES OF COLLEGES AND UNIVERSITIES
DELEGATES OF LEARNED SOCIETIES AND PROFESSIONAL ASSOCIATIONS
THE UNIVERSITY FACULTY

INVOCATION

DOCTOR M. J. BIRRELL
President of Wesley College

THE VARSITY BARDs

"Thy Greatness Lord" — Bach
"Hospodi Pomiloi"—arr. from Greek Orthodox Church Liturgy
Carol M. Humpston, Director

ANNOUNCEMENTS AND INTRODUCTIONs

WELCOME ON BEHALF OF THE STUDENT BODY
THOMAS SULLIVAN
President, Student Council

WELCOME ON BEHALF OF THE ALUMNI
MR. WILLIAM DEPUY
Attorney, Grafton, North Dakota

WELCOME ON BEHALF OF THE FACULTY
DOCTOR W. E. KOENKER
Head, Department of Economics, University of North Dakota

WELCOME ON BEHALF OF THE STATE OF NORTH DAKOTA
HONORABLE NELS G. JOHNSON
Justice Supreme Court, Bismarck, North Dakota

ALMA MATER
(SEE BACK OF PROGRAM FOR WORDS)

PRESENTATION OF THE PRESIDENT
MR. D. W. WESTBEE
Chairman, State Board of Higher Education

THE PRESIDENT'S INAUGURAL ADDRESS
"THE RESPONSIBILITIES OF THE UNIVERSITY"

THE MADRIGAL CLUB
"Blessed is the Man" (Psalm 1) — Philip B. Cory
Composed for this occasion and dedicated to President George W. Starcher

“Emitte Spiritum Tuum” — Joseph Schultky
Hywel C. Rowland, Director

BENEDICTION

DOCTOR M. J. BIRRELL

RECESSIONAL MARCH

Our New President — Yoder
Written by Paul Yoder, University Alumnus
In honor of President Starcher

The audience will please remain in place until the academic procession leaves the Fieldhouse.
Representatives of Universities and Colleges
In Order of Founding

DATE INSTITUTION AND REPRESENTATIVE DATE INSTITUTION AND REPRESENTATIVE
1636 HARVARD UNIVERSITY Mrs. Robert P. Wilkins, A.B., A.M.
1701 YALE UNIVERSITY The Rev. Hubert N. Dukes, A.B., B.D., M.A., D.D.
1740 UNIVERSITY OF PENNSYLVANIA Edward C. Lawson, M.M.E.
1746 PRINCETON UNIVERSITY Neil H. McKittrick, A.B.
1746 RUTGERS UNIVERSITY BEATRICE M. HORSEY, B.S., M.A.
1754 COLUMBIA UNIVERSITY Mary Long Fleetwood, A.M.
1765 RUTGERS UNIVERSITY ROBERT J. TOLBERT, A.B.
1773 DICKINSON COLLEGE Donald M. Murray, Ph.D.
1775 UNIVERSITY OF VERMONT THEODORE HENRY HAWKINS, A.B.
1807 ANDOVER NEWTON THEOLOGICAL SCHOOL OFFICE OF THE PRESIDENT
1807 WESTERN RESERVE UNIVERSITY A. D. H. WALLACE, A.B., M.A.
1812 HAMILTON COLLEGE THEODORE HENRY HAWKINS, A.B.
1818 BRIGHAM YOUNG UNIVERSITY JOHN L. HUNDRY, B.S., M.A.
1820 INDIANA UNIVERSITY MRS. THOMAS GAGE, A.B.
1822 UNIVERSITY OF ALABAMA THOMAS M. PERRY, A.B., M.A.
1823 NEW YORK UNIVERSITY RICHARD B. TALBOT, A.B., M.A.
1825 UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSIN THEODORE LEVITT, B.A., D.D.
1826 EMORY UNIVERSITY A. L. ELIASON, A.B., M.S.
1833 FULLERTON UNIVERSITY JOHN L. HUNDRY, B.S., M.A.
1835 UNIVERSITY OF MINNESOTA JOHN L. HUNDRY, B.S., M.A.
1836 WAKE FOREST UNIVERSITY MRS. ROBERT J. TOLBERT, A.B.
1837 ST. LOUIS UNIVERSITY THOMAS M. PERRY, A.B., M.A.
1840 LOUISIANA STATE UNIVERSITY MRS. ROBERT J. TOLBERT, A.B.
1850 IOWA STATE COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURE AND MECHANICAL ARTS
1852 TULSA UNIVERSITY DR. PETER B. KENT, M.D.
1853 REGENTS OF THE UNIVERSITY OF CHICAGO DR. PETER B. KENT, M.D.
1855 CALIFORNIA INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY MRS. JOHN L. HUNDRY, B.S., M.A.
1856 UNIVERSITY OF KANSAS HERBERT FINDLAM, B.S., M.D.
Representatives of Associations and Learned Societies

1776 PHI BETA KAPPA
   Walter Harrison Moran, A.B., A.M., Ph.D.
1876 AMERICAN CHEMICAL SOCIETY
   Bernard G Gustafson, B.Sc., M.Sc.
1882 AMERICAN ASSOCIATION OF UNIVERSITY WOMEN
   Mercedes Morris, B.S.
1887 ASSOCIATION OF LAND-GRA NT COLLEGES AND UNIVERSITIES
   Fred Samuel Hultz, B.S., M.S., Ph.D.
1889 THE AMERICAN ACADEMY OF POLITICAL AND SOCIAL SCIENCE
   Walter E. Kaloupek, B.A., M.A., Ph.D.
1894 AMERICAN MATHEMATICAL SOCIETY
   Raymond C. Staley, A.B., A.M., Ph.D.
1895 NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF STATE UNIVERSITIES
   John C. West, B.A., M.S., Ed.D., LL.D.
1895 NORTH CENTRAL ASSOCIATION OF COLLEGES AND SECONDARY SCHOOLS
   Otto Welton Snerr, A.B., M.A., Ph.D.
1907 ASSOCIATION OF AMERICAN RHODES SCHOLARS
   Foster York St. Clair, A.B., A.M., Ph.D.
1910 PI LAMBDA THETA
   Martha Ann Barr
1913 AMERICAN PERSONNEL AND GUIDANCE ASSOCIATION
   Hermann F. Buegel, B.S.Ed., M.S.Ed., Ph.D.
1918 AMERICAN COUNCIL ON EDUCATION
   Roscoe L. Loken, Ed.S.B., Ph.D.
1919 NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF STUDENT PERSONNEL ADMINISTRATORS
   Donald J. Robertson, B.A., M.A.
1922 BOARD OF CHRISTIAN EDUCATION OF THE PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH
   U.S.A.
   Edwin H. Rian, A.B., A.M., Th.B., LL.D.
1924 AMERICAN COLLEGE PERSONNEL ASSOCIATION
   Guy E. Brown, Jr., M.A.
1929 DELTA KAPPA GAMMA SOCIETY
   Mrs. Bertha Smith, B.A.

MEMBERS OF THE STATE BOARD OF HIGHER EDUCATION

A. F. Arnason, Bismarck, North Dakota
M. S. Byrne, Bowman, North Dakota
Albert Haas, New Rockford, North Dakota
Elvira Jastrab, Williston, North Dakota
Mildred B. Johnson, Wahpeton, North Dakota
Martin G. Kruse, Kindred, North Dakota
A. D. McCannel, Minot, North Dakota
D. W. Westbee, President, Grand Forks, North Dakota

MEMBERS OF THE INAUGURATION COMMITTEE

Dr. E. D. Coon
Professor John E. Howard, Chairman
Dr. C. J. Hamre
Dr. W. E. Komker
Dr. Wilson Laird
Dean D. J. Robertson
Dr. R. C. Staley

MEMBERS OF THE INAUGURATION ADVISORY COMMITTEE

Dean Thomas Clifford
Dean M. L. Cushman
Dean T. H. Harwood
Dean Daryl E. Keefer
Dean Dorothy Lipp
Dean E. L. Liim
Registrar Ruby McKenzie
Alumni Director Lloyd Stone
Dean O. H. Thomodsgard
Dean R. B. Witmer
PRESIDENTS OF THE UNIVERSITY OF NORTH DAKOTA

1884
WILLIAM BLACKBURN

1885
HENRY MONTGOMERY

1887
HOMER SPRAUGE

1891
WEBSTER MERRIFIELD

1909
FRANKLIN MCVEY

1917
EARLE J. BABCOCK

1918
THOMAS F. KANE

1933
JOHN C. WEST

1954
GEORGE W. STARCHER
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Alma Mater
UNIVERSITY OF NORTH DAKOTA

JOHN MACNIE

STUDENT

JOSEPH HAYDN

1. Hail to thee, O Alma Mater! Hail with heart and tongue!
2. Free as sun, green round their eyes, Soar, proud serene eagle of the mind.
3. Alma Mater, thine glory, In thought and learning,

Pride we feel and love yet greater, While we raise our grainful song.
Free as sun, green round their eyes, Soar, proud serene eagle of the mind.
Pride we feel and love yet greater, While we raise our grainful song.

Praise we feel and love yet greater, While we raise our grainful song.
Free as sun, green round their eyes, Soar, proud serene eagle of the mind.
Praise we feel and love yet greater, While we raise our grainful song.

Praise we feel and love yet greater, While we raise our grainful song.
Free as sun, green round their eyes, Soar, proud serene eagle of the mind.
Praise we feel and love yet greater, While we raise our grainful song.

Praise we feel and love yet greater, While we raise our grainful song.
Free as sun, green round their eyes, Soar, proud serene eagle of the mind.
Praise we feel and love yet greater, While we raise our grainful song.

Praise we feel and love yet greater, While we raise our grainful song.
Free as sun, green round their eyes, Soar, proud serene eagle of the mind.
Praise we feel and love yet greater, While we raise our grainful song.

Praise we feel and love yet greater, While we raise our grainful song.
Free as sun, green round their eyes, Soar, proud serene eagle of the mind.
Praise we feel and love yet greater, While we raise our grainful song.

Praise we feel and love yet greater, While we raise our grainful song.
Free as sun, green round their eyes, Soar, proud serene eagle of the mind.
Praise we feel and love yet greater, While we raise our grainful song.

Praise we feel and love yet greater, While we raise our grainful song.
Free as sun, green round their eyes, Soar, proud serene eagle of the mind.
Praise we feel and love yet greater, While we raise our grainful song.

Praise we feel and love yet greater, While we raise our grainful song.
Free as sun, green round their eyes, Soar, proud serene eagle of the mind.
Praise we feel and love yet greater, While we raise our grainful song.

Praise we feel and love yet greater, While we raise our grainful song.
Free as sun, green round their eyes, Soar, proud serene eagle of the mind.
Praise we feel and love yet greater, While we raise our grainful song.

Praise we feel and love yet greater, While we raise our grainful song.
Free as sun, green round their eyes, Soar, proud serene eagle of the mind.
Praise we feel and love yet greater, While we raise our grainful song.

Praise we feel and love yet greater, While we raise our grainful song.
Free as sun, green round their eyes, Soar, proud serene eagle of the mind.
Praise we feel and love yet greater, While we raise our grainful song.

Praise we feel and love yet greater, While we raise our grainful song.
Free as sun, green round their eyes, Soar, proud serene eagle of the mind.
Praise we feel and love yet greater, While we raise our grainful song.

Praise we feel and love yet greater, While we raise our grainful song.
Free as sun, green round their eyes, Soar, proud serene eagle of the mind.
Praise we feel and love yet greater, While we raise our grainful song.

Praise we feel and love yet greater, While we raise our grainful song.
Free as sun, green round their eyes, Soar, proud serene eagle of the mind.
Praise we feel and love yet greater, While we raise our grainful song.

Praise we feel and love yet greater, While we raise our grainful song.
Free as sun, green round their eyes, Soar, proud serene eagle of the mind.
Praise we feel and love yet greater, While we raise our grainful song.

Praise we feel and love yet greater, While we raise our grainful song.
Free as sun, green round their eyes, Soar, proud serene eagle of the mind.
Praise we feel and love yet greater, While we raise our grainful song.

Praise we feel and love yet greater, While we raise our grainful song.
Free as sun, green round their eyes, Soar, proud serene eagle of the mind.
Praise we feel and love yet greater, While we raise our grainful song.

Praise we feel and love yet greater, While we raise our grainful song.
Free as sun, green round their eyes, Soar, proud serene eagle of the mind.
Praise we feel and love yet greater, While we raise our grainful song.

Praise we feel and love yet greater, While we raise our grainful song.
Free as sun, green round their eyes, Soar, proud serene eagle of the mind.
Praise we feel and love yet greater, While we raise our grainful song.

Praise we feel and love yet greater, While we raise our grainful song.
Free as sun, green round their eyes, Soar, proud serene eagle of the mind.
Praise we feel and love yet greater, While we raise our grainful song.

Praise we feel and love yet greater, While we raise our grainful song.
Free as sun, green round their eyes, Soar, proud serene eagle of the mind.
Praise we feel and love yet greater, While we raise our grainful song.

Praise we feel and love yet greater, While we raise our grainful song.
Free as sun, green round their eyes, Soar, proud serene eagle of the mind.
Praise we feel and love yet greater, While we raise our grainful song.

Praise we feel and love yet greater, While we raise our grainful song.
Free as sun, green round their eyes, Soar, proud serene eagle of the mind.
Praise we feel and love yet greater, While we raise our grainful song.

Praise we feel and love yet greater, While we raise our grainful song.
Free as sun, green round their eyes, Soar, proud serene eagle of the mind.
Praise we feel and love yet greater, While we raise our grainful song.

Praise we feel and love yet greater, While we raise our grainful song.
Free as sun, green round their eyes, Soar, proud serene eagle of the mind.
Praise we feel and love yet greater, While we raise our grainful song.

Praise we feel and love yet greater, While we raise our grainful song.
Free as sun, green round their eyes, Soar, proud serene eagle of the mind.
Praise we feel and love yet greater, While we raise our grainful song.

Praise we feel and love yet greater, While we raise our grainful song.
Free as sun, green round their eyes, Soar, proud serene eagle of the mind.
Praise we feel and love yet greater, While we raise our grainful song.

Praise we feel and love yet greater, While we raise our grainful song.
Free as sun, green round their eyes, Soar, proud serene eagle of the mind.
Praise we feel and love yet greater, While we raise our grainful song.

Praise we feel and love yet greater, While we raise our grainful song.
Free as sun, green round their eyes, Soar, proud serene eagle of the mind.
Praise we feel and love yet greater, While we raise our grainful song.

Praise we feel and love yet greater, While we raise our grainful song.
Free as sun, green round their eyes, Soar, proud serene eagle of the mind.
Praise we feel and love yet greater, While we raise our grainful song.

Praise we feel and love yet greater, While we raise our grainful song.
Free as sun, green round their eyes, Soar, proud serene eagle of the mind.
Praise we feel and love yet greater, While we raise our grainful song.

Praise we feel and love yet greater, While we raise our grainful song.
Free as sun, green round their eyes, Soar, proud serene eagle of the mind.
Praise we feel and love yet greater, While we raise our grainful song.

Praise we feel and love yet greater, While we raise our grainful song.
Free as sun, green round their eyes, Soar, proud serene eagle of the mind.
Praise we feel and love yet greater, While we raise our grainful song.